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Message from the President
Oh what a Day! I hope everyone enjoyed the Memorial Day weekend! This should be
a time of reflection and remembrance of those who lost their lives while serving our
country. The sacrifices made to protect our lives and our freedom are nothing short of
incredible.
On a brighter note…I would like to announce that SHRM has awarded CAHRA the
2016 Platinum Excel Award. This award recognizes outstanding achievements in
chapter operations and a commitment to providing meaningful programs and services
to its members. As Hank Jackson states in the Excel Award press release, “Advancing
the human resources profession is a daily mission at SHRM and your chapter’s outstanding work this year contributed significantly to that goal.” I would like to recognize
CAHRA’s 2016 President, Jessica Kinard, for her outstanding leadership and her hand
in making this happen.
Lastly, the 2017 SHRM Annual Conference & Expo will take place June 18-21, 2017 in
New Orleans, LA. I hope you take this opportunity to mingle with other CAHRA members and meet new peers along the way. Human Resource professionals from around
the world travel to this event to collaborate with other HR experts, hear about new
trends and new ideas and just have a plain old good time learning as much as they can
about this exciting field. I hope to see you there!

Tamara Bailey,
SHRM-CP, PHR
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RECERTIFICATION CREDIT:

MS Business Group on Health
Murray is a thought leader in human
performance and employer health
management. He writes for several
business publications and also
speaks across the county on employer health, value-based benefit design,
and athletic development. His career
includes building award winning programs for health care services, delivery organizations, manufacturing, and
professional services. Murray's experience includes being a speed and
strength coach to collegiate and
Olympic athletes, managing corporate fitness centers, directing large
employer
wellness programs, and
has helped to improve community
health by volunteering and sharing
his gifts in his community.

CAHRA’s very own Sara
Yates received the Spirit of
HR Award at the 22nd annual Mississippi Human Resource Conference & Expo
held in Tupelo, MS April 3-5,
2017.
Congratulations,
Sara! You are certainly deserving of this outstanding
award!

This presentation has been approved for one General Recertification Credit by the HR Certification Institute, and has been approved
as one SHRM Professional Development Credit (PDC) for recertifying the SHRM-CP/SHRM-SCP credentials.

Congratulations to Jackson Plunkett, son of CAHRA member Joyce Plunkett, for receiving the 2017 CAHRA Sons and
Daughters Scholarship!
Jackson plans to attend Holmes Community College this
summer, and then transfer to Mississippi State University in
the fall of 2017. He plans to study a sports business related
program.
A graduate of Jackson Academy, Jackson received the Faculty Award at this year’s JA Awards Day. Congratulations,
Jackson!
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